
ultra light
weighing just 1 lb.

ultra silent so
you can pump

anywhere,
anytime independent

suction & cycle,
64 settings 

WAYS TO GET YOUR
ARDO BREAST PUMP

extremely portable with
three power options,
including AA battery
compartment, wall

adapter, & car adapter

easy to clean
and disinfect,

no crevices for
milk to get into

Retail

Insurance
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Calypso-To-Go

Calypso Double Plus

Amaryll
Hand Pump

Calypso-To-Go Pure

Calypso Essentials

Multi-User Calypso
Pro with hard case

carry handle for
portability

Completely closed system;
condensation or breast milk will
never enter the tubing.



SHABBAT MODE
The Ardo Calypso
breast pump is
the only electric
breast pump
that offers
Shabbat mode.
When plugged
into a Shabbat clock, 

the Ardo Calypso breast pump will
automatically turn on and off

without the need to touch
any of the buttons.

MEET THE CALYPSO

WHO WE ARE
Nestled in the Swiss Alps is the
home of Ardo medical. This
picturesque setting is where all
of Ardo’s breast pumps are
meticulously assembled by hand,
providing you the best Swiss-
quality breast pump available.
In the late 1960s, Ardo's founder was
CEO of the world’s first breast pump
company and brought the
first electric breast pump from
Switzerland to the United States.
To this day, Ardo is a family-owned
and family-run company.

Unlike other pumps, the
Calypso uses piston
technology like True
Hospital Pumps, to help
avoid nipple damage.
As the piston operates,

      the nipple is slowly &   
      gently drawn into the
      flange, then gently
      released again.

This gentle releasing is more comfortable which
can lead to more letdowns and more milk output!

Our Calypso breast pump is a
Swiss-made piston pump;
designed in conjunction with
moms, lactation consultants
and engineers; truly mimics
baby’s latch and suckling;
and why many doctors
consider it the best
pump available.

POWERED BY A PISTON MOTOR 

PISTON TECHNOLOGY MIMICS
BABY'S SUCKING

Other Pumps Calypso Piston Pump

Most other pump brands pull the nipple into the
flange, then aggressively release the suction in the
flange, causing the nipple to uncomfortably "snap-
back". The suction of the Calypso piston pump is
maintained during the entire pumping process,
mimicking a baby's true suck pattern.

Our pumps are portable with three power
options, including AA battery compartment,
wall adapter, and car adapter.

The Calypso is the quietest breast
pump on the market. In comparison
with many pumps, it is only perceived
to be half as loud*.

The Calypso breast pumps is a
completely closed system. Condensation
or breast milk will never enter the tubing.

*according to test results by an independent lab

the point where suction is
released and nipple
painfully snaps back

suction is maintained in
the flange, never causing
the nipple to snap back

PORTABLE, QUIET, & SAFE


